
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

HOW HAS THE BRITISH EMPIRE IMPACTED ON BRITAIN 
TODAY?   

EQUALITY POWER BELONGING  
HISTORY  

(Lead Subject) 
Our History this year focuses on answering 
the question “How has the British Empire 
impacted on Britain today?” This enquiry 
has a focus on the concepts of belonging, 
power and equality that we link to other 
subjects as you can see.  
Throughout this unit of study, the children 
will learn about the rise and fall of the 
British Empire and look at 3 key areas that 
have had a strong impact on today’s 
society.  

1) Sport and the impact of what we 
play today 

2) Slavery and the impact on racial 
inequality 

3) The multiculturalism of today’s 
British society 

 

ENGLISH 
(Enhancement subject) 

English for this term focuses on 4 key areas. 
Firstly we will look be looking at performance 
poetry by looking closely at a poem called “Go 
Kart” by Michael Rosen. The children will then 
be learning the skills of how to conduct and 
participate in a debate. We will use this unit to 
support their assessment when answering our 
History Enquiry Question.  
 In Autumn 2 we will be completing a narrative 
unit linked to the beautiful story “Last Stop on 
Market Street” by Matt De La Pena. This story 
focuses on financial inequality and empathy. 
Our fourth unit of work will be guided by 
particular interests the children show 
throughout our learning in History or particular 
concepts we are studying.   

PSHE 
(Enhancement subject) 

In PSHE, the children will be learning 
2 units of work through our ‘Jigsaw’ 
PSHE programme of study. The first 
is entitled “Being me in my world” 
and looks at aspects such as ‘my 
year ahead’ and ‘being a citizen in my 
country’. The second is entitled 
“Celebrating differences” and looks at 
lessons on racism, bullying and ‘does 
money matter?’ 

RE 
(Enhancement subject) 
In RE the children will be 
looking at the concept of 
‘belonging’ by studying 

Christianity and the unit of 
work entitled “What does it 

mean if Christians believe God 
is holy and loving?”  

SCIENCE 
Science for this term has two areas of study. In 
Autumn 1 the children will be learning about 
Earth and Space. This will include the movement 
of the Earth in relation to the Sun, and the 
movement of the moon in relation to the Earth. 
We will also be teaching the concept of day and 
night and the apparent movement of the Sun 
across the sky. In Autumn 2 the children will be 
learning about properties and changes of 
materials. This will include comparing materials, 
separating mixtures, reversible and irreversible 
changes as well as conducting fair tests.  

MATHS 
In Maths, we will be following our mastery 

approach using the ready to progress criteria to 
deliver high quality mathematics lessons. We will 
be continuing to use fluency and number talk to 

support the children’s mental maths 
development, as well as pre-teach for those that 

find Maths a little difficult.  

PE 
This term the children will be 
competing in Cricket for our 

outdoor PE and Curling for our 
Indoor PE. This will culminate in a 
house competition between the 2 

Year 5 classes.     

CLASS STORY 
Our class story this term is the amazing story 

entitled “Beyond the bright sea” by Lauren Wolk. 
It is a moving story about a young girl exploring 
her identity and what it means to be a family. If 

you would like to purchase a copy for your child, 
we will be reading this as a class most days.  

 


